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THE ROYAL CAPTIVES,
A FRAGMENT OF
SECRET HISTORY:
Ann Yearsley's
"Unnecessary Curiosity"
Judith Dorn

nn Yearsley was that sport of nature, a working-class woman
who published poetryd She produced four collections of
\ poems (as well as works in other genres) during the '80s and
^the celebrated "Bristol Milk Woman and Poetess," a hybrid
conferred on her by her patron Hannah More but whose
class typing Yearsley herself found objectionable.^ In 1795, however,
she wrote a book that looks like an effort to diversify her portfolio
to profit from the flourishing trade in long prose fictions: The Royal
' Richard Polwhele refers to Yearsley satirically as "Nature's Child" in The Unsex'd Females
(1798), which Donna Landry quotes in The Muses of Resistance: Laboring-Class Women's Poetry
in Britain, 1739-1796 (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1990) in order to
point out contemporary resistance to understanding working-class women as individual
subjects, politically or culturally, 256. Linda Zionkowski studies the inequalities in print
culture that ultimately disadvantaged Yearsley as well as Stephen Duck in her essay "Strategies
of Containment," Eighteenth-Century Life 13 (1989): 91-108.
^ Landry, 153. Yearsley's books of poetry are: Poems, on Several Occasions (1785), Poems, on
Various Subjects (1787), Stanzas of Woe (1789), and The Rural Lyre (1796), her last publication.
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Captives: A Fragment of Secret History? This work resembles Gothic
romances by Ann Radcliffe whose success in the book trade Yearsley
may have noticed while running her circulating libraryd Where
Yearsley's books of poetry had been printed by subscription, The
Royal Captives was distributed by several booksellers at once in
Ireland, England, and America. In designing this prose commodity
for a wider reading public, Yearsley offers insight into what
publishing meant to her beyond sales and publicity. Her writing of
the book contends with the institutions of public print culture that
hold her "Truth" (Yearsley's own expression) in suspense.
The Royal Captives thematizes writing under duress, posing as a
memoir handwritten in prison by one Henry Capet, son of Louis
XIV's elder twin brother, also named Henry, a man who rightfully
deserves the Sun King's place in the history of France. The usurping
monarch's persecution of these two Henries and their extended family
demonstrates that acts of domination by political power create public
history at the expense of consigning the powerless to oblivion.
This story comes from gossip run rampant into myth after
Voltaire hinted in Siecle de Louis XIV (1751) that a mysterious masked
prisoner who figures in memoirs of Louis XIV's reign could be none
other than the Sun King's own twin.^ Yearsley's choice of this legend
as material for a book written during the Terror implies a view of
history that explains the present as the result of forces that had been
set in motion during Louis XIV's time, forces unknown before their
effects became public knowledge. Indeed, Yearsley does make such
a theory of history explicit early in her narrative, projecting in turn
the idea that unknown forces in motion during her own present will
affect future events.
^ Page references in the present essay cite "William W. Woodward's edition (Philadelphia,
1795). The National Union Catalog indicates that Yearsley published the book's first two
volumes with a Dublin publisher (J. Stockdale) in 1795, marketing the work before
completing the four-volume editions that appeared in London (G.G.J, and J. Robinson) and
in Philadelphia (William W. Woodward and R. Campbell) in the same year. An additional
edition appeared in Philadelphia (Thomas Bradford) in 1796.
^ 217 in Mary Waldron's biography, Lactilla, Milkwoman of Clifton: The Life and Writings
of Ann Yearsley 1753-1806 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1996), which establishes the
context for the present essay. Yearsley's publishers, G. G. J and J. Robinson, had produced
Mysteries of Udolpho only the year before.
^ John Noone, The Man Behind the Mask (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1988) 2.
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When Yearsley writes a Gothic romance that incorporates her
poems and calls it "a fragment of secret history," she asserts her own
agency in history by placing the public's national idea of history at
stake. This motley text, whose form resembles Menippean satire,
links her own survival in cultural memory to a collective vision of
obscure ranks of people for whom public print culture's instituted
protocols offer no place in historical narratives.^
Although Mary Waldron's biography of Yearsley can say, "This
is not a novel that concerns itself very much with the lower ranks"
(234), Yearsley's dislocation from her own rural origins haunts her
Gothic romance as a mystery needing to be solved. This is not an
interpretation that requires much allegorical depth of reading, since
Yearsley's narrative represents characters in the act of reading poems
written by herself that address this issue. These poems speak to
politics and history rather than draw their readers' imaginations away
to a domain of aesthetic and sentimental contemplation. Yearsley's
narrative does lend itself to David Punter's theory that the Gothic
responds transgressively to the pressure that social conditions place on
bouigeois values.^ By 1795, the French Revolution had shown to the
world a case study of a nation calling a completely new understanding
of itself into existence. Its aftermath, the Terror had raised in
England fears of the political and economic aspirations of Yearsley's
own class.
If the Gothic romances studied by Kate Ellis delineate and subvert
the domestic ideology that relegates men and women to the separate
cultural spheres of public and private,^ Yearsley's Gothic romance is
remarkable for the directness with which it rewrites public knowledge
of history. Her design does after all precede Alexandre Dumas's use
of this legend to make readers of The Man in the Iron Mask imagine
that France's most glorious reign had been a hoax contrived by a few
friends working behind the scenes. Yearsley's version arrives at a
^ In "Resistance and Power in the Life and Writings of Ann Yearsley," The Eighteenth
Century: Theory and Interpretation 27 (1986): 247, Moira Ferguson interprets Yearsley as
taking unambiguous political positions in support of "artistic recognition and economic
independence," the French Revolution, and the rights of British peasants. Ferguson
emphasizes Yearsley's poetry in Eighteenth-Century Women Poets: Nation, Class, and Gender
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1995) chapter 4.
' The Literature of Terror (London and New York: Longman, 1980) 402-27.
® The Contested Castle (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1989) x.
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ringing denunciation of "THE BRUTALITY OF A KING" by its last
page.
Working on the edge of oblivion, Yearsley hedges her bets by
manipulating the protocols of print genres to turn even her own
obscurity into romance. She uses poems to link her own position in
cultural memory to a larger argument in which she projects changes
in readers' categories for evaluating historical significance. When she
prints her name in block capitals at the end of her preface, she
replaces her own voice with the narrator of the ensuing story. This
narrative exposes the vulnerability of that signature to history, which
Yearsley uriderstands not only as material events but also as the
renarration of a cultural significance for reevaluation by readers over
time. Sfie has invested in a text that critiques her culture's inability
to see her as significant, without knowing what the ultimate pay off
will be.

Donna L^dry honors Ann Cromarty Yearsley among "plebeian
female poets" pf the eighteenth century as the one who "most repays
detailed historical study" (Landry, 120). Her metaphor of repayment
exposes the economy by which literary criticism adds value to
forgotten texts by recirculating them as the matter of history—as
Landry is herself aware. Muses of Resistance uses Yearsley's revolt
against the patronage of Hannah More as a parable warning critics
that pheir pwn writing can continue the exploitation of working-class
wpnien into the presept by turning them yet once more into
commodities.'
Landry's iinplied analogy between historical repre^eptation and the
process of negotiating the value of a cominpdity ip a piarketplace
offers a pipdel for understanding Yearsley as cppipetipg for the scarce
resource of cultural significance. Scholars may increase The Royal
Captives' value by representing it as a historical artifact now that the
book has gained mystique from a two-hundred-ypar stipt in special
' Landry, after Dominick LaCapra, 17.
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rare book collections, but the work's position in public recollection
remains in doubt.
Landry herself omits The Royal Captives from her account in Muses
of Resistance of Ann Yearsley's contradictory, at once working-class
and bourgeois identity (124). Tellingly, Landry calls The Royal
Captives a "novel," invoking a literary category that relieves her of
responsibility for dealing not only with so lengthy a prose work, but
eyen with the many poems included in it. Since the chapter on
Yearsley is already the longest in Muses of Resistance, scarcity of time
and space resources must have forced Landry to classify The foyal
Captives out of her book's range.
It is precisely such material limitations ori ptiblic knowledge that
Yearsley addresses by critiquing print cukpre's literary arid historical
categories for measuring "significance." Indeed, it is the category of
"critique" that cari currently be used to giye Yearsley value, as critics
value in her their own critical agendas. Yearsley's critique wofks by
exposing the relation between the genre of a text's construction and
the power and authority it commands.
She announces iri the preface to The Royal Captives that she has
switched from poetry to prose in order to gain some influence over
public knowledge of herself:
I love Fame, though I have only heard her whispers; am sensible
she incites towapds the wonderful, the great and good; and tfiat
Authors, who affect to despise her, are cowards, insincere, and
guilty of profanation; yet there is vast difference in being her lover
and her slave. For me, I confess myself not deaf to, npr
independent of the voice of the world, except in those enraptured
moments when bewitching Fancy renders me insensible to the real
dependencies of life. In poesy, I am her slaye; in prpse, I wish her
to be mine, (i-ii)
It is a peculiar passage, in which Aqn Yearsley imagines herself
interchangeably loying or enslaved by the female personification
Susan Stewart interprets "collections" as furthering "the process of commodification by
which this narrative of the personal operates within contemporary consumer society" in On
Longing (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1984, 1993) xii. I am grateful to the
staff at the John Hay Library of rare books. Brown University, for assistance in researching
the collection of Hammond Lamont.
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Fame. Fancy, which gives poetry its power, would enslave Yearsley
by numbing her awareness of "the real dependencies of life." The
foremost of these "real dependencies" that Yearsley considers is "the
voice of the world," on which Fame depends. This imagery suggests
that the struggle that is real and material to her is that of a writer
seeking a place in "the world." She turns to prose out of a desire
(without clarifying how she distinguishes this "wishing" from the
whims of poetic Fancy) to seize control of these real dependencies.
This preface demonstrates that Yearsley remains painfully
conscious of her need to publish in defense of her reputation ten
years after her breach with Hannah More. In his polemical poem The
Unsex'd Females (1798), Richard Polwhele came to interpret The Royal
Captives' preface as yet another offense against Hannah More (25),
putting Yearsley on display as a public emblem of ingratitude fifteen
years after the fact: "she spurned her benefactor from her door" (24).
Yearsley's Royal Captives may consequently extend the strategy that
she resorted to in the defining moment of her break with More, when
she justified her publication of Poems, on Several Occasions by
attributing responsibility for the violation of her natural obscurity to
More: "her arrows are of the most malignant kind—yet her
endeavours to crush an insignificant wretch need not be so amazingly
strenuous; for I should have sunk into obscurity again, had not my
reputation been so cruelly wounded" (xxx).''
By writing to a "Public" she conceives of as setting the conditions
for her fame, Yearsley demonstrates her sense of the conceptual
boundaries marking the "bouigeois public sphere" of the late
eighteenth century.'^ As reviewed by Oskar Negt and Alexander
Kluge, the concept of the Public served bourgeois culture as a
"horizon of experience," not a place but the embodiment in cultural
practices of a set of conceptual boundaries. The "public sphere"
consisted of a set of institutions—including especially the print
media—through which the bourgeoisie gained a collective political
agency apart from home, marketplace, or state."
" Poems, on Several Occasions 4th edition. (London: G. G. J. and J. Robinson, 1786) xviii.
For a recent review of the concept, see Margaret C. Jacobs, "The Mental Landscape of the
Public Sphere: A European Perspective," Eighteenth Century Studies 28 (1994): 95-113.
Oskar Negt and Alexander Kluge, Public Sphere and Experience, trans. Peter Labanyi, Jamie
Owen Daniel, and Assenka Oksiloff (Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota
Press, 1993) 9, a work that modifies Habermas by differentiating among diverse public
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Since collective interpretation of representations of experience as
"public" is what makes them so, not all of print culture counts as
"public" (Landes, 11). Joan Landes has argued that women, who had
found ways of exercising personal influence under the ancien regime,
came to be marginalized in relation to the bourgeois public sphere
forming in post-revolutionary France because of the public sphere's
symbolic masculinity (Landes, 1-3). Negt and Kluge further observe
that since bourgeois culture serves to measure which representations
are of "public interest," working-class experience comes to be
construed as "a gigantic, cumulative 'private interest'" and therefore
as lacking in value or relevance to the collective "public" (Negt and
Kluge, 7, 9, 13).
Yearsley's act of publishing The Royal Captives would have
exposed the class and gender conditions of her writing, as well as its
generic status, to literate culture's discriminating reading. At issue for
her is whether readers will construe her text as a voice that has a
place in the public sphere. Selling to readers isn't necessarily the
same as going "public," although the literary marketplace features in
her strategy for achieving that end.

Yearsley's understanding of publishing as material struggle appears
from the dramatic way in which she ends her Preface. She first
suggests that she is publishing in a fight to the death against the forces
that interfere with the public's clear vision of her, and then asserts the
ultimate truth of her own identity by coming to rest on her signature;
The clouds that hang over my fortunes intervene between me
and the Public. I incessantly struggle to dissipate them, feel
those struggles vain, and shall drop in the effort—This
spheres. It is Joan B. Landes, however, who points out the problematics of gender in the
public sphere in Women and the Public Sphere in the Age of the French Revolution (Ithaca and
London: Cornell University Press, 1988).
Yearsley's distance from even the alternative "sphere" of publishing radicals might
he suggested by her absence from Eleanor Ty's account of the community ties among Mary
Wollstonecraft, Mary Hays, Helen Maria Williams, Elizabeth Inchbald, and Charlotte Smith
in Unsex'd Revolutionaries (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993) 5.
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consolation I shall, however, bear with me to the verge of life,
that to those who have guided me by the sacred and lambent
flame of friendship, my memory will be dear, and that whilst
Malice feebly breathes. Truth will boldly pronounce,
ANN YEARSLEY
Yearsley presents herself as a name spoken by truth personified,
without reference to gender, class, or historical context. Of course
her gender and her lack of title cannot be hidden unless she pubhshes
anonymously. She may fix her signature materially in print in a
multi-volume work for wide distribution, but that name remains
subject to the constructions that the reading public makes of it.
My claims about the tendentiousness of Yearsley's views of history
rest on the remarkable parallel between Yearsley's signature at the
end of her Preface and her hero's act of signing off at the very end of
the book. Young Henry, son of the legendary masked man whose
existence proves Louis to be a usurper, has been driven with his
family into exile in England by the king's unjust persecutions. When
he signs his name, however, he accepts this fate and renounces his
right to a royal place in history;
Since our arrival [in England], two sons and a daughter have
blessed the bosom of my Emily; from them we have concluded
to keep the secret of their descent; and I hope, should those
papers, hastily filled up, be ever found, my children will obey
my command; which is, never to acknowledge themselves as
the offspring of
HENRY CAPET
(IV:312)
The Royal Captives's last page appears to turn away from conflict with
political power by coming to rest in the domain of private life and in
the genre of domestic fiction apart from public history. But this
narrative also ends with paradox. Young Henry signs his name in a
self-contradictory act of renouncing his place in history by means of
a document that itself serves as evidence of his existence. This gesture
invokes the public authority of the law by binding Henry's children
to erase his identity from memory. By the time any readers reach his
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command to abolish his name to oblivion, however, they will have
read his whole story through and so given it at least an airing.
Yearsley's act of signing her name in The Royal Captives therefore
invites comparison to the potentially revolutionary identity of her
protagonist in the first-person narrative that follows. She presents The
Royal Captives as "copied from an old manuscript," a document
handwritten by a historical individual, Henry the nephew of Louis
XrV. If read literally, his name could claim the greatest possible
historical significance. The signature of Henry Capet invites literal
reading as a sign of his substantial existence. His signature would
then parallel Yearsley's own signature in the Preface, which stands in
for her material presence as the author who produced this literary
work—while provoking interest in whether she also means to sign off
from further literary effort. Because signing off is an action that
normally marks the signer as outside of the text, however, the parallel
signatures become freighted with significant questions about this text's
relation to "history," and consequently about the status of other
printed texts that look like this one.
Support for this reading comes from the opening of the Preface,
which challenges the literary authority of Shakespeare himself.
Heading her text with nothing less than Hamlet's immortal line "To
be, or not to be, that is the question" as an epigraph, Yearsley chides
the Bard for failing to think through the line's philosophical
implications: "When Shakespeare wrote this line, he had lost sight of
congregated Nature; since, to exist, or not to exist, can never be a
question from existing substance." Yearsley's diction suggests her selfconscious emulation of philosophical language. By subjecting even
Hamlet's speech on suicide to critique, she assumes a posture of
disinterested observation.
Her insistence that material existence cannot be questioned is the
point crucial to the case she is making as she uses Hamlet's question
to open the philosophical question of whether or not the hero of her
own narrative exists; "Was Henry, or was not Henry, may be a
question to which, if the following sheets find approbation, I may
give, in future, the best answer I am capable of." Yearsley teasingly
connects the question of her hero Henry's actual existence to her own
survival as a publishing writer. That is, the public can never find out
the truth unless they signify their approval of the first two volumes
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of The Royal Captives, presumably by buying them.'"' In comparison
with Shakespeare, of course, the textual authority of her hero seems
ephemeral indeed. She invites the public's skeptical curiosity about
Henry's existence in order to maintain the place of her own name in
public.
At issue, then, are the protocols by which the public makes
historical knowledge into an institution and so constitutes an
understanding of itself as a community. Yearsley engages and
critiques these institutions by publishing her peculiar text. By placing
her signature in tandem with Henry Capet's, Yearsley indicates that
they depend on one another for their mutual survival. Yearsley
insists on the ontological undeniability of "existing substance," but
her own identity, like her hero's, becomes immaterial if the reading
public fails to credit her text. Yearsley therefore takes issue with the
most legitimate of historical figures, the Sun King, by showing that
this king's established power succeeds in obscuring even subjects with
a greater right than his own to a place in history. In the face of this
power, she falls back on sheer "existing substance" as one truth that
remains undeniable, but in doing so turns her own substantial
existence into the object of a romance nostalgia by inviting the
reading public to imagine her identity obscured.
Mary Waldron notes that Ann Yearsley overcame "health
difficulties and lack of time and energy" (216) to compose and publish
the first two volumes of The Royal Captives in early 1795. The
work's preface appears unsure that it would be in her power to finish
the project. Her own status as author of this novel is consequently
linked with the tenuousness of Henry's fame in obvious ways. To see
these parallel signatures as part of a larger historical argument requires
reading the text for the protocols that Yearsley uses to signal its genre
to readers.
While countless romances claim to be "copied from an old
manuscript," Yearsley gives her book the physical resemblance of a
documentary memoir bound in octavo. She writes in a first person
narrative resembling Rousseau's Confessions, complete with effusions
Yearsley apparently published the first two volumes in a separate Dublin edition (not
consulted^ before completing work on all four volumes. The Preface alludes to the narrator
breaking off his writing because of sickness. Since the second volume ends in precisely this
fragmentary way, Yearsley evidently wrote the Preface to accompany this first, incomplete
edition.
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of feeling, accounts of the self as perceived by others, and the
invention of proverbial formulations. Sophia Lee had called her
historical novel The Recess (1789) "a tale," acknowledging the
fictionality of its account of Mary Queen of Scots' hidden daughters,
and noting only that the life of Queen Elizabeth proved that
romances should not be blamed for improbability. Yearsley does not
allow the terms romance or novel to be applied to her book.
Evidence that Yearsley strove to create a text different from its
contemporaries comes from the contemporary reviewers who
criticized her abrupt transitions between episodes, who found "the
tale perplexed" and "too many inversions and uncouth metaphors,"
while praising it for provoking thought (Waldron, 220-21). Waldron
notes that reviewers complimented Yearsley for taking on political
themes in exchange for the sentimental world of "ordinary love-tales"
(221).
Complex, experimental narratives were a frequent occurrence in
the 1790s as novelists used their plots to reimagine society along lines
which current political developments made to seem possible.^^
Reviewers apparently found the plot of The Royal Captives tortuous
even among these extreme plots, however. Yearsley strives for the
authentic look of private memoir by making little effort to
accommodate a reader. She fragments the first volume to the point
of incomprehensibility. The narrative makes abrupt shifts in time
and place that deliberately lose the reader, and it takes the entire last
volume to piece together all of the loose ends of this disconnected
plot.
From the outset readers must work hard to orient themselves in
the narrator's tormented point of view:
Torn from the visions hope had been flattering me with, I
was plunged into this dreary abode. In the fourth room on my
left, I saw by the glimmering of a lamp the Marquis
He was reading; dejection had robbed his eyes of their
brilliancy, his features were fixed by despair—I paused—one of
the guards, I thought, looked sorrowfully at the Marquis, who
Patricia Meyer Spacks, "Energies of Mind; Novels of the 1790s," Desire and Truth:
functions of Plot in Eighteenth-Century English Novels (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1990) 178.
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raising his eyes towards Heaven, exclaimed, 'O merciful God!
How long must I bear this thirst?' —A sigh broke from my
bosom, but it availed not my friend, I was conducted to my
cell, and left in awful silence to gloomy meditation. (1:1-2)
Like Helen Maria Williams's story of Monsieur du F
in Letters
from France,The Royal Captives joins the struggle against the ancien
regime by narrating the sufferings of an individual at the hands of
tyrannical authority. These cumulative sentences not only grope
moment by moment through the narrator's sensations but also omit
contextual information that would explain the contexts that Henry
alludes to here.
This narration raises a crucial issue for Yearsley as a writer with
an interest in the public's understanding of history—the intensity with
which readers scrutinized style in the eighteenth century for its
viability in public. As Olivia Smith points out in The Politics of
Language, strict class standards for judging discourse in the period
made lower-class writers acutely conscious that their style discredited
their arguments.^'' Yearsley had herself been warned not to write
poetry that ventured beyond her limited personal experience as a
laboring-class woman, and Hannah More had felt free to "correct" her
poems (Landry, 163). Even to write this narrative consequently
registers Yearsley's awareness, an awareness spreading among common
folk in the age of Thomas Paine (Smith, 37), that to print her own
unsophisticated prose was to assert the political viability of her own
voice.
A prose narrative about lost French royalty takes Yearsley
daringly far afield from her lived experiences and exposes her literacy
skills for hundreds of pages at a stretch. Occasional breakdowns in
grammar and coherence may indicate that the task taxes her ability
to maintain narrative decorum, but more likely that she designs her
prose to signal the authenticity of this first person memoir. She
writes in a style easily distinguished from her own assertive voice in
the Preface, for example in running sentences together to suggest the
" Helen Maria Williams, Letters from France. 2 vols. (New York: Delmar, rpt. 1975),
" The Politics of Language 1791-1819 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984) 58. See also John
Barrell, English Literature in History 1730-80: An Equal, Wide Survey (London: Hutchinson,
1983).
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speed of young Henry's scribbling. Moreover, she is careful to .
explain away any lapses in the narrative's style from the decorum
appropriate to the nephew of Louis XIV. In case young Henry's
sufferings do not suffice to excuse his manner of writing, she goes out
of her way to explain that he had been raised by peasants.
The resulting book may look of a kind with Mysteries of Udolpho,
which was published in 1794 by Yearsley's own G.G.J, and J.
Robinson, but Yearsley's text works to break the spell of aesthetic
entertainment for the romance-reading public. The Royal Captives is
not only "much more closely engaged with public affairs" (Waldron
219); the text also works to revise English readers' understanding of
history by literalizing the materials of Gothic romance.
Yearsley takes her story from the legend of a masked prisoner in
the Bastille that circulated in Revolutionary France as an illustration
of the Old Regime's atrocities. Memoirs "documenting" the existence
of this prisoner included Soulavie's sensational compilation of
Richelieu's papers (1790) and Louis Pierre Anquetil's Memoirs of the
court of France, during the reign of Lewis XIV, an English translation
of the French original that had appeared as recently as 1791
(Edinbuigh: Bell and Bradfute). Anquetil's memoir footnotes L'Abbe
Lenglet du Fresnoy's account of a prisoner transferred to the Bastille
from the island fortress of Sainte-Marguerite. The prisoner, whose
bearing showed him to be lively and well-travelled, drew notice
because his jailers kept him masked and treated him with unusual
respect.18
Yearsley consequently makes her Gothic romance complement
source materials that profess to supply evidence of the masked man's
existence. Her text poses in public as primary, documentary evidence
of the existence of a man whose historicity remains a question that
makes the legitimacy of the Bourbon dynasty hinge on scanty traces
in private memoirs. At the same time, Yearsley transforms this
politically tendentious material into a bouigeois romance by
surrounding the single masked prisoner with an extended family of
"royal captives." This configuration allows Yearsley to show that
bourgeois values have a stake in the events of international
importance that she relates.
' 1:203 in the French version, Louis XIV, sa com, et le regent.
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Because Yearsley tells the story from the point of view of the
masked man's son, the plot absorbs itself in this son's search for his
father and reconstitution of his family. The narrative begins as young
Henry records his first impressions on being thrown into the dungeon
of Sainte-Marguerite, where the concern that presides over his
suffering is familial: his love for his guardian's daughter Emily and
his will to reunite with his father and mother.
In this dungeon, young Henry must overcome the threat to
domestic ideology represented by the fortress-prison's corrupt
Governor, Dormoud, who views pleasure as the ultimate purpose of
life and values even power only as a means of its pursuit, a principle
whose contaminating influence Rousseau had feared.'' The figure of
Dormoud serves as an evil double for the father's authority and
challenges Henry's faith in his own origins. Henry exclaims,
T never saw a man so like my father—Your eyes, your hair,
your voice; nay, your very shape is like his. He was very tall,
so are you.'
'And how can you tell whether I am your father.'' said the
Governor...Observing he had silenced me by putting a question
which no man in the world is allowed to answer, he continued his
merry jeer—'Can you be positive I am not your father?'
(111:144-45)
Henry falls under Dormoud's spell because he has lost faith in the
heroine Emily. Henry first mistakes Emily for his mother, then finds
an affectionate letter she has written to the prison's monk, and sees
Emily in his arms. When Henry confronts Emily, she gives an
impassioned speech on Rousseau's principle that a union of natural
virtue transcends human institutions such as marriage (11:225-26)^° and
scorns him for losing faith in her. In despair, Henry accepts the role
of Dormoud's confidant in exchange for "freedom of the castle."
Their reminiscences create flashbacks
through which Yearsley
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Emile or On Education^ ed. Allan Bloom (United States: Basic
Books. 1979) 220-21.
Marilyn Butler traces the course of this radical, republican view of nature and marriage in
Jacobin novels of the period and shows how dangerous it came to be seen, Jane Austen and
the War of Ideas (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975) 28.
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recounts the events that lead to the imprisonment of Henry's whole
family.
Young Henry roams the castle in search of his father. No sooner
does a servant girl guide him into the presence of the masked man,
however, than Dormoud attempts to execute both Henries by forcing
them to drink poison, only to have them rescued by the Duke of
B
, who is also Henry senior's brother-in-law. Leading a
Protestant rebellion against Louis, the Duke has finally succeeded in
breaking into the fortress of St. Marguerite. The narrative therefore
presents a favorable image of revolutionary violence, but it is Young
Henry who conceives of the ruse that ultimately liberates his family;
he leaves Dormoud in his father's place under the mask, turning the
false system against itself in order to deflect the king's power to
persecute. Rejoined by his mother, who has been lodging safely with
peasants, Henry must undergo one last trial. He learns that both "the
Marquis" and the prison's monk are Emily's brothers—almost the
entire extended family has been imprisoned in the castle—and must
labor for much of volume four to regain Emily's trust. Then the
family emigrates to England and takes up a life of peaceful obscurity.

Ian Duncan has called romance "modernity's vision of worlds it has
superseded, charged with a magic of estrangement, peril and loss: a
cultural uncanny."^' The Gothic "names a broken historical descent,
a cultural heritage grown balefully strange," thematizing "the
structure of a dislocated origin: in the obsession with fragmented and
contaminated genealogies,...usurped patrimony" (Duncan, 23).
Yearsley associates her man in the mask with the class origins from
which she has been dislocated, whose collective historical significance
remains at issue together with her own. It is my argument that
Gothic romance serves Yearsley as a strategy for turning her own
problem of insignificance into a significant text. She places the figure
Modem Romance and Transformations of the Novel: The Gothic, Scott, Dickens (Cambridge,
England: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 9.
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of the masked man at the heart of her Gothic castle as a powerful
symbol, turning historical obscurity into the sublime by gesturing
toward his receding figure as the occluded, secret origin and aim of
her work. Both father and True King, Henry senior embodies and
romanticizes historical truths that have been masked and imprisoned
by political forces that shape the nation's history and public
knowledge.
The subtitle that Yearsley gives to The Royal Captives, "A
Fragment of Secret History," contributes to this argument. By calling
her work a "secret history," Yearsley works to change the way in
which readers read this text. That is, the term "secret history"
breaches the habit of reading that would absorb The Royal Captives
into the aesthetic appreciation encouraged by Gothic romances such
as Radcliffe's. More to the point, the term "secret history" aligns
Yearsley's work with a long legacy of politically engaged texts that
claim to reveal information that defies the attempts of powerful
persons and institutions to control public knowledge. A "secret
history" contends for a more explicitly political voice in public than
a novel or romance. "Secret histories" do claim to reveal historical
truths, usually in opposition to dominant powers such as the French
monarchy.
Genre reveals the conventions of the public sphere since to
identify a genre requires the writer and reader's shared understanding
of how a work is to be read and used. But the early so-called "secret
histories" emerged during the forty years following 1688, when their
chameleonic properties served writers who were renegotiating the
reading public's relation to politics in the expanding market for
printed texts. Yearsley's "Secret History" alludes to a genre with a
century's worth of associations with political pamphleteering and
scandal. For example, Louis XIV had long featured in anonymous
secret histories that exposed his influence on international relations in
Europe. These included John Oldmixon's Secret Histories of Europe
and the anonymous The Life, amours, and secret history of Francelia,
late D
s of P
, favorite mistress to King Charles IT
(1734), which sought to locate the dangers of absolutism in the power
of seductive mistresses to influence the decisions of rulers.
Mary Delariviere Manley's The Secret History of Queen 2^rah and
the Xarazians and Eliza Haywood's The Arragonian Queen: A Secret
History and The Secret History of the Court of Caramania, the first an
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attack on the Whig designs of the Duchess of Marlborough and the
last a satire of George II's court, exemplify the cryptographic
narratives used as weapons in the party conflicts of the early
eighteenth century. None of these works calls itself a "novel," and all
profess to represent the actual behind-the-scenes transactions of
powerful figures whose identity would be transparent to any
contemporary spectator of the news.
Since these are texts
representative of the scandal and sexual intrigue usually associated
with the genre, it is evident that Yearsley has bourgeoisified the
"secret history."
"Secret history" had been used to refer to an authentic memoir as
recently as The Secret History of the Court and Reign of Charles the
Second (1792), written by "A Member of His Privy Council." The
term suggests the risky nature of these disclosures, usually published
posthumously. Yearsley's "secret history" fills four volumes octavo,
a plausible size for a memoir. Written in the voice of a man who
professes to have been an actual individual living in Louis XIV's
France and of the king's own blood, the work puts itself in a peculiar
contiguity with historical texts and events. It also issues a challenge
to the legitimacy of the French sovereign. Yearsley imagines the
masked prisoner to be not only Louis XIV's twin but an elder
brother at that, named Henry, whose right to the throne has been
suppressed because he had been thought blind at birth. The Royal
Captives represents the Sun King as a usurper who persecutes his own
brother's family in order to maintain his hold on power. Yearsley
consequently makes a common project out of both her attack on
Louis XIV's legitimacy and her demand that the historical knowledge
on public record be seen as a legacy of political coercion in need of
drastic revision.
National historical narratives had become a genre carrying
authority in the book trade by the late eighteenth century. The
ideological warfare carried out via the printing presses of the early
eighteenth century had produced limited runs of many versions of
"the" history of England, which often asserted their high cultural
value through their impressive dimensions and bindings.^^ Histories
of the nation later came to circulate as commodities like other prose
See Joseph Levine's ninth chapter, "History and Theory," The Battle of the Books: History
and Literature in the Augustan Age (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1991).
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works, but served to establish print culture's understanding of which
subjects count as "significant" and deserving of a place in the public
record, conceived of as a coherent narrative of the nation's past. By
mid-century, David Hume could remark that he had written The
History of England (1752—61) in order to pursue a "literary fame" that
his philosophical works had failed to achieve on account of their poor
sales.^'
Yearsley stakes her own fame on a narrative that exposes public
history as an institution that embodies the State's coercive power.
Her book points out that the national narrative of France celebrates
Louis XIV's reign while excluding a family which by birthright
deserves a prominent place in history; the public historical record has
affirmed the raw power Louis wields in defense of his throne. By
implication, Yearsley's own obscurity can be blamed on arbitrary
operations of power that determine what knowledge becomes of
public significance. If the public record can exclude the legendary
true heir to the French throne, Yearsley's own obscurity can be
critiqued as equally arbitrary.
The plausibility of this interpretation appears greater when we
consider that Napoleon Bonaparte had himself encouraged circulation
of a story that he descended from a marriage between the man in the
iron mask and the daughter of the prison governor, "de Bonpart"
(Noone, 11). The masked man remained a powerful symbol whose
suggestive lineage evidently opened itself to identification.
The subtitle "A Fragment of Secret History" conveys Yearsley's
understanding of history as an imaginable past expanding beyond the
small part that is textually represented. If, moreover, her subtitle
alludes to Desmoulins' History of the Brissotins (Girondins), published
under the title "Fragment de I'histoire secrete de la Revolution" and
translated into English in 1794, then The Royal Captives may be
linked more directly with political commentary on the French
Revolution. The term "fragment of secret history" implies that a
large expanse of knowledge has been kept hidden from known
history. Since this text reveals only a small part, the remainder must
hint that greater revolutions in ideas must follow.
Yearsley articulates this vision of history more fully in a lecture
that young Henry receives from his guardian;
' David Hume, The History of England (Indianapolis: LibertyCIassics, 1983) I:xxx,
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[L]ook behind you through the tracts of time, a vast desart of
unnumbered ages lies open in the retrospect. Through this
desart have your forefathers journeyed on, till wearied with
years and sorrow they sank from the walk of man. You must
leave them where they fell, and you are to go only a little
further, where you will find eternal rest. Whatever you may
encounter between the cradle and the grave be not dismayed.
The universe is in endless motion, every moment big with
innumerable events, which come not in slow succession, but
bursting forcibly from a revolving and unknown cause, fly over
this orb with diversified influence. (1:100-101)
The trudging anonymity of "the walk of man," an image that may
derive from religious pilgrimage though with no heavenly goal in
sight, offers a pessimistic view of Yearsley's chances of survival in
cultural memory. But these generations subsiding successively into
oblivion lead suggestively into a sublime vision of history as subject
to unknowable, uncontainable forces that explosively create events on
a cosmic scale instead of as causal sequence of events.^'' The passage
opens the prospect of these trudging masses serving as the underlying
force that transforms history through collective action, a revolution
ary image that Henry's guardian presents as cause for hope.
Yearsley's principles show affinities with Helen Maria Williams's
widely read Letters from France, which had rhapsodized over the
founding of the new Republic between 1790 and 1792. The horror
with which Williams describes the dungeons of the Bastille, which she
accepts as a symbol of the justice of the revolutionary cause (Letter
IV), make Yearsley's Gothic narrative sound less like psycho-sexual
symbolism than like an imitation of eyewitness accounts of
contemporary France.
Williams' account indicates that Yearsley's image of hidden,
seemingly insignificant forces causing great events emerges out of
contemporary discourse concerning the Revolution. Williams writes,

Yearsley's explosive imagery contrasts with Hume's more controlled view of history, in
which "the connexion between all causes and effects is equally necessary, and that its seeming
uncertainty in some instances proceeds from the secret opposition of contrary causes,"
Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, ed. L. A. Selby-Bigge, 3rd edition (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1975) 83, 87; 1165, 67.
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The women have certainly had a considerable share in the
French revolution: for, whatever the imperious lords of the
creation may fancy, the most important events which take
place in this world depend a little on our influence; and we
often act in human affairs like those secret springs in
mechanism, by which, though invisible, great movements are
regulated. (Williams, 1:37-38)
This version attributes motive force in history to the overlooked
power of women, while Yearsley emphasizes an anonymous collective
that shows bourgeois and laborer undifferentiated under tyranny.
Comparison to Williams's vision suggests that Yearsley avoids
making an issue of women's position in history. She instead relies on
a male protagonist to carry out her strategy of reconstituting the
scope of political history. Yearsley does create in Emily a heroine
whose strength of character far exceeds Henry's, and who delivers
speeches on natural integrity and represents marriage as a chain used
by fearful souls to bind themselves together (11:19—22; 225—33). But
The Royal Captives may be more revealing of the political process
forming historical narratives, and of Yearsley's own unconscious
complicity in that process, than she is herself aware. Yearsley dates
her narrative to 1685, the year when Louis heightened his persecution
of Huguenots by revoking the Edict of Nantes, and shows Henry and
his family supporting the Duke of B
against Louis. While
Yearsley uses this episode to let the Duke give a speech on how
change in the political system will come about for "the strong, blind,
obedient million" (IV:38) when "the national soul has acquired new
energy" (IV:39), it is notable that Emily takes no part in the discussion
of politics nor the military actions, a symptom of women writers'
loss of continuity with early modern women's traditions by the late
eighteenth century.
Joan Dejean has pointed out that French noblewomen of the
seventeenth century had created a cult of female heroism which
reflected the considerable political power women could wield while
the nobility balanced the monarchy. The rebellion known as the
Fronde against Louis XIV's regency in the 1650s was notable in
particular for the number of aristocratic women who took leading
parts in it, and for the erasure of these women from history by men
of letters. Not only did the Duchesse de Longueville share leadership
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of the rebellion with her brother, but other noblewomen also
contributed their political influence to the struggle and even took part
in military actions. So dismayed were the literati by these "amazons"
that after the rebellion failed, the women's militancy was first
ridiculed, then left unmentioned by histories.^^ By the end of the
eighteenth century, Yearsley's writing of The Royal Captives shows no
trace of awareness that women could take active roles in warfare or
in public historical events. Her "secret history" can call for inquiry
into the knowledge suppressed by established histories, but remains
limited by those histories.

The Royal Captives does give Yearsley the chance to compose a letter
to Louis XIV himself in which she advises him to "Think little of
your title" (IV:74). In the story, the letter is authored by the Duke
of B
and succeeds in stopping Louis from revoking the Edict
of Nantes, a wishful rewriting of political history. Yearsley's activist
and instrumental use of her mix of genres appears as well in the
poems that she incorporates into the narrative. Where Ann Radcliffe
strips quoted verses of their context in order to employ them as
ornamental epigraphs to each chapter, or allows sentimental songs
about insects, home, and landscape to heighten Emily St. Aubert's
emotions during her sojourns in Udolpho, Yearsley's poems comment
on the plot's action when they are read, often supplying politicized
explanations of events.
The first poem young Henry reads exorcises his melancholy when
he is reeling from the trauma of discovering the identity of his father
and so of himself. This "Elegy of Laura" tells the story of a
shepherd's daughter who "panted for Fame," possessing a spark of
refinement "So deeply buried, none discern'd the flame; / Felt, though
expressless, pow'rful though untaught!" This rural poet leaves home
in search of a career and dies in the chilling sea. Swans rescue her
poems (1:170). Whether or not Yearsley identified with Laura's
yearnings, she repeats the pattern in the subplot of the peasant family
that accompanies the Capet family through their ordeals. That is.
' Joan De Jean, Tender Geographies (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991) 35ff.
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Yearsley supplies an old peasant and his son Malnor to serve and
rescue both Henries at regular intervals. Not that these peasants
subsume their lives into serving the royals, as Radcliffe's do. They
attend to their own business and are also preoccupied with the fate of
Malnor's sister Anna who, like the shepherd poetess in "Elegy of
Laura," has fled rural life. Literacy has led her away from home only
to entangle her with an aristocratic betrayer. She dies in a dramatic
episode in which young Henry, fighting off an ambush by Anna's
false lover Antonio, accidentally brings the dying villain to the
cottage where Anna hes dying. Anna's servant promptly throws a
book called Resignation onto the fire. While both Antonio and Anna
breathe their last, Antonio reveals to Henry the secret of his father's
birth as Louis XIV's elder twin. As we shall see, Henry always
comes to knowledge of his father in the company of peasants.
In contrast to Radcliffe's use of poems in her romances, Yearsley's
poems confront oppression directly. Young Henry finds one forceful
poem written on the wall of Dormoud's execution chamber. He later
learns that the poem's author was Maria, the working-class woman
beloved by the Abbe of Dorovantes. Their love story closely
parallels the account that Helen Maria Williams gives of Monsieur du
F
, whose father imprisoned him because he wished to marry a
woman of low birth. Harboring with Dorovantes after his escape
from prison, Henry reads a pair of poems called "ANARCHY" and
"PEACE," then Dorovantes gives Henry a lengthy poem "Dedicated
to Louis XIV" that offers a "prophetic" vision of the revolution to
ensue if the king disregards the balance his subjects' power and
significance can give to his own:
Know—tho' horrid gloom
Wrap the lost captive from a social world;
Not unobserving is that world: the bands
Of Friendship bind the wretched link unseen;
Millions of spirits, who to woe inur'd.
Shall burst upon the light, when sanguine pow'r
Shall sink abash'd, and see her fetters rust. ([V:112)
This passage overtly includes the humbler classes in the collective
"world" whose watchfulness has the power to constitute order and
whose united sense of injustice threatens to bring about the
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revolution that will "burst upon the light," an image of public
knowledge. "Can such a mind as Dorovantes ever go extinct?"
(TV:113), Henry asks himself. Since Yearsley saw herself primarily as
a poet, it is telling that this narrative dramatizes poetry's agency in
inspiring readers with visions of historical change in the midst of
oppressive circumstances.
Unlike Horace Walpole, Clara Reeve, or Ann Radcliffe, Yearsley
allows the Gothic usurper to retain his position of power and
authority at story's end. The True King explains to his heir that a
home with the woman he loves will give him more happiness than a
kingdom. While Yearsley did not believe in the possibility of radical
social and political change (Waldron, 206), however, her man of the
mask represents unknown forces lying in wait for future
transformations of history, not through bloodshed but perhaps
through changes in the nation's soul, in public knowledge.
The masked man might be taken as symbolic of the usurped
authority of Yearsley's own laboring-class origins. The True King
himself dresses like a peasant {sans culotteT) and wishes nothing more
than to be middle class. Young Henry perpetually encounters his
father in association with working-class characters. At first glimpse,
Henry senior easily passes for a common laborer and resides in an
elaborately described Radcliffean landscape that renders his life of
obscurity sublime. It is young Henry's fantasy that needy peasants
live in the isolated cottage near his guardian's home that leads him to
his father:^^
I again attempted to find an oblique passage—the effort was
unavailing—my way was cut off by the horrid projections of
the rock, and the smoke gradually dying away ceased to direct
my curious eyes; I sat myself down, lamenting the calamities of
innumerable beings...[who,] distant from the pale of society,
pine unpitied and unseen in want even of frugal blessings.
(1:118-19)

Yearsley revises the traditions for depicting working-class figures surveyed by John Barrell
in The Dark Side of the Landscape (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1980)
16. Yearsley brings the figures out of the landscape to speak as subjects.
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Of all the hardships of peasant life, Henry thinks of their obscurity
with special melancholy. It is actually Henry's father who occupies
the place of these imaginary peasants, however, having been excluded
from the most renowned throne in history.
What distinguishes Yearsley's work from the Gothic of her
predecessors is her treatment of laboring-class characters as subjects of
her "history" in their own right. Where Walpole and Ann Radcliffe
trivialize, even juvenilize servants and Clara Reeve ascribes them no
independent plots of their own, Yearsley intertwines the story of
Henry's family with the history of a family of peasants to which she
devotes long tracts of narrative. Each member of this peasant family
lives out a full biographical narrative, from the old man who assists
Henry senior, to his daughter whose reading of books takes her away
from her rustic home and to a tragic death, and to his son, Malnor,
who pursues an independent heroic career that includes but is not
subordinated to his job of rescuing the two Henries.
Yearsley's project of conveying the potential power of figures
obscured from history appears most vividly in the threatening figure
of Henry's prison guard. This soldier embodies the terrors of state
power when he comes to poison the Marquis. In desperation, Henry
beats on his prison door: "It was opened by a soldier, in whose
countenance were discernible the tumultuous traits of unfinished
murder.
'What would you have. Sir.'—speak quickly—the
Commandant would reprove me did he know I obey unnecessary
curiosity—'" (1:2-3). Once we learn the guard's name, Malnor,
however, this terrible guard turns out to be a peasant who is himself
a prisoner of the system, since he must execute the Marquis or risk
death himself. He even transforms into a romance hero who rescues
the Marquis and other members of Henry's family. Despite his
peasant origins, Malnor rises to the honor of killing the story's
principal villain, the aristocrat Roderique, in a duel. Indeed Yearsley
elevates this peasant's story to the prestige of revenge tragedy because
Roderique helped his brother Antonio destroy Malnor's sister Anna.
Evil cannot be located even in Roderique, however. Breathing his
last, Roderique admits the justice of his own death and bequeaths all
of his estates to Malnor, whose class rise carries out the trajectory
characteristic of bourgeois romance.
What takes the blame for everyone's sufferings in this account are
the institutions through which the monarch maintains his state
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power, which make Malnor alien and force him to think of his
humane interest in his fellow men as "unnecessary curiosity." This
curiosity not only brings Malnor into Henry's company but also
impels this wavering hero toward his father. Though not an
ennobling, resistless, or even stable historical force, trivial curiosity
has the potential to produce important consequences.
Its
revolutionary overtones appear in the anxiety characters express over
this curiosity, calling it by turns "unnecessary," "impertinent," or
even "dangerous."
Yearsley may not expect her text to provoke any passion in her
readers stronger than "curiosity," but she invites inquiry into her
Gothic architecture's monumentality, which is oddly complicated by
the idea of an artistically crafted but ersatz antiquity:
We stopped at the end of this long vault, and my conductor
made me observe a small door so finely contrived, and so
shadowed by the artist, that it wore the semblance of gothic
stone, and appeared but as an entire part of this ancient
structure. I should have passed it unperceived, had not the
Governor slipped back a private spring, and opened it to
awaken my curiosity. (1:48)
Even when young Henry penetrates this door to the corridors and
chambers beyond, he can find only a cameo portrait of his mother as
a token of his father's presence. His father has been removed to a
chamber still deeper in the depths of this edifice and then masked. By
stimulating young Henry's curiosity, the prison governor tempts him
to investigate beyond the imprisoning cultural conditions these
Gothic obstructions represent, but Dormoud only means to tease and
frustrate Henry with this invitation. The two Henries do not escape
until Yearsley's fourth volume, so that most of this narrative is
contained by the fortress-prison.
Yearsley's Gothic challenges the authority of its own parents,
Horace Walpole's Qastle of Otranto and the romances of Ann
Radcliffe. She adopts Walpole's pretense of transcribing an old
manuscript, but uses this figure of the literal document against
Walpole as well as, as we have seen, against history. Where Walpole
relies on supernatural agents to overturn the usurper and restore the
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true heir, Yearsley refuses supernatural assistance and emphasizes that
the usurping authority of Louis XIV remains on the throne.
Where Ann Radcliffe places her narratives at a feminized,
"romance" remove from political history, Yearsley places the
sufferings of a family of royal blood in textual contiguity with public
history. The prisoners occupy the same castle on the "Isle of St.
that is represented in the documents testifying to the
material existence of Louis' masked prisoner. Her work's Gothic
horrors represent the horrors of the castle dungeons where Louis XIV
kept his prisoners, and the book's terrors are of a state whose
representatives have material power over the narrator and his family.
Yearsley challenges history in its institutional form as printed texts,
and with it the assumption of the public sphere regarding the
authority of historical knowledge. No longer a domain alien from
domestic life, history becomes the ground her protagonists tread in
the nation's vision of the past, knowing that but for the arbitrary
workings of politics, the Sun King's historical position could have
been theirs.
Ann Yearsley places herself by analogy with Louis XIV's
legendary masked prisoner on the margins of history as a haunting
presence. As she contemplates her own likely return to obscurity,
Yearsley turns to prose in order to both assert her name as a literary
author in the public sphere and critique the authority of the public
record. She generates this narrative out of her perception that her
voice lacks political viability in the public sphere in England.
Knowing herself to be only an "unnecessary curiosity" from the
perspective of public history, she uses the story of the masked man
to suggest that historical significance is open to negotiation and
subject to political changes in the public sphere.
The Royal Captives registers Yearsley's sense of loss at
apprehending that the public's categorical reading of identity and
genre forecasts doom for her own fame. Romance offers the
consolation that in returning to obscurity she merges with a sublime
vision of the unknown forces that shape historical events, and at the
same time creates in readers a powerful nostalgia for individuals such
as herself who have been lost to public knowledge. Yearsley consigns
her textual identity to the process by which print culture reconceives
and rewrites history over time, so that the changing status of her
"Truth" reveals the transformations of interpretation that create
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history and implies that historical recollection can be critiqued as
itself a romance projection.

